SPEC SHEET

Nest Learning Thermostat™
Programs itself.
Control from anywhere.™

Meet the Nest Learning Thermostat
The Nest Learning Thermostat doesn’t need to be programmed - it remembers the
temperature you set and builds a personalized schedule for you. Nest turns itself
down when you’re away to help save energy and you can change the temperature
from anywhere using your smartphone, tablet or laptop.
Here’s how it works:
Auto-Schedule™
No more confusing programming. Nest
learns the temperatures you like and
programs itself.

Auto-Away™
Nest automatically turns itself down
when you’re away to avoid heating or
cooling an empty home.

Remote control
Connect Nest to Wi-Fi to change the
temperature from your smartphone,
tablet or laptop.

Energy History
See when heating and cooling were on
and what affected your energy use.

Nest Leaf
The Nest Leaf appears when you turn
Nest to a temperature that's energy
efficient. It guides you in the right
direction.

Airwave
Nest automatically turns off the AC a
few minutes early, but keeps the fan
running. Your AC runs less but the air stays
cool.

System Match™
Get the most out of your highefficiency system. Nest turns on
specific features for forced air, heat
pump or radiant to help you save
energy and stay comfortable.

Sunblock
In many homes the thermostat is in
direct sunlight, causing it to warm up.
Nest automatically adapts to direct
sunlight to read and set the right
temperature.

Advanced Fan Control
Running the fan can save energy and
keep air fresh. Now you can schedule
your fan to turn on daily or for a few
minutes every hour to circulate air
through your home.

Cool to Dry
Nest can use the air conditioner to
dehumidify homes in extremely humid
climates, helping to prevent mold.
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UNIQUE TO NEST
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Early-On
Heat Pump Balance
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Time-to-Temperature
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Software updates over Wi-Fi
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Chameleon design
Press connectors
Built-in bubble level
Silent relays

DETAILED SPECS
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Battery
Built-in rechargeable
lithium-ion battery
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heating and cooling systems,
including gas, electric, oil, solar,
hot water, geothermal, forced
air, heat pump and radiant.
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SETUP

Description/Part #

Single UPC

Case Pack UPC
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